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Global existence and uniqueness are established for the mixed initial-boundary 
problem for the nonlinear parabolic equation 
au/at = +tx, au/ax) ah/a2 (Oixdl, 1<0), 
where ((x, 5) > 4,,(x) > 0 for 0 ix < 1 and Ih d,,(x)-’ dx < co. The boundary con- 
ditions can be either linear (e.g., Dirichlet, Neumann, or periodic) or nonlinear, in 
which case they take the form (- 1)’ u(j, t) E /?,(u,(j, t)) for j= 0, 1, where /S, is a 
maximal monotone graph in Iw x Iw containing the origin. 9 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Of concern are partial differential equations of the form 
aufat=~(x,au/ax) %/a.2, 
where the function 4 and the boundary conditions are determined by one 
of the following four conditions: 
(1) Suppose 4: [0, 11 x R + [0, co) is continuous, 4(x, 5) > 0 for 0 < 
xc 1, and Q(x, <)3&,(x)30, where q5,,~ C[O, l] and jh q&(x)-’ dx< 00. 
DefineA:Q(A)cC[O,l]-+C[O, l] by,forxE[O, 11, 
Au(x) = f&x, u’(x)) u”(x) 
for uEg(A)= {uEC’(O, l)nC[O, l]:Au~C[0,1], ~(O)=clu’(O), u(l)= 
-j!%‘(l), where ~30, /?aO}. 
(2) Suppose 4: [0, l] X R + [0, 00) is continuous, 4(x, r) > 0 for 0 < 
x < 1, and 4(x, 0 > q&,(x) 2 0, where &E C[O, 1 ] and lh &,(x)-~ dx < 03. 
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(Note dud l:, h,(x)-* dx < og implies I:, &(x)-’ dx < co.) Define A: 9(A) c 
CCO, 11 + CC% 11, for xe [0, 11, hy 
Au(x) = qqx, u’(x)) u”(X) 
.for uE9(A) = {u E C’(O, 1)n C[O, 11: Av E C[O, 11, u’(0) E &Jo(O)), 
-u’(l) E D,(u( 1 )), where &, p, are maximal monotone graphs in R which 
are strictly monotone (i.e., x, <x2, yi~flj(xi) implies y, <y2) and 
0~ h(O) n MW. 
(2’) Suppose 4: [0, l] x R -+ (0, 00) is continuous and 4(x, <)>6 >O 
for some 6 > 0 and all (x, [)E [O, l] x Iw. Define A: 92(A) c C[O, l] -+ 
CCO, 11, for x E CO, 1 I, by 
Au(x) = 4(x, u’(x)) u”(X) 
for 24~93(A)= { UE C*[O, l]:u'(0)E/Io(u(O)), -u’(l)Efi,(u(l)), where 
&, 8, are maximal monotone graphs in R x R with 0 E PO(O) and 0 E /l,(O)}. 
(3) Suppose 4: [0, 1) x R -+ [0, co) is continuous, 4(x, <)>O for O< 
x < 1, and 4(x, <) 2 &,(x) > 0, where &,E C[O, l] and l: &,(x-’ dx < 00. 
DefineA:~(A)cC[O,l]-+C[O,l],forx~[O,l],by 
Au(x) =4(x, u’(x)) uU(x) 
for uE9(A) = {u E C*(O, 1) n C’[O, 1): Au E C[O, 11, u(O) = u(l) and 
u’(0) = u’( 1)). 
It turns out that these four A’s defined above are all m-dissipative on 
C[O, 11. We shall denote these assertions as Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.1, 
Theorem 4.1’, and Theorem 5.1, with Theorem n. 1 corresponding to the 
condition (n - 2). 
Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 involve linear boundary conditions, the former 
covering the Dirichlet and (dissipative) Robin conditions, while the latter 
covers the periodic boundary conditions. Theorems 4.1 and 4.1’ involve 
nonlinear boundary conditions. In each case the diffusion coefficient is non- 
linear and the ellipticity is allowed to degenerate on the spatial boundary 
(except in Theorem 4.1’). 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1’ are substantial extensions of [3 and 63; 
Theorem 5.1 seems to be new; the methods of [3] seem incapable of 
handling periodic boundary conditions. In particular, even under the 
additional unifirm ellipticity assumption that 
each of the four theorems is new. Theorem 3.1 generalizes [3] by relaxing 
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the regularity and positivity assumptions on 4. A special case of 
Theorem 4.1 in which 4(x, 5) is independent of x is contained in [6]. 
Theorem 5.1 can be viewed as describing a nonlinear heat conduction 
problem in a circular rod. 
Thus much of the previous literature on this subject is extended and 
unified, and at the same time degeneracy of the diffusion coefficient on the 
boundary is allowed. (For further references ee the bibliography in [3].) 
Theorems 3.1 to 5.1, together with the Crandall-Liggett theorem [4], 
provide unique solutions (in a certain generalized sense) to the parabolic 
problem 
&4(x, tyat = Au(x, t), (t20, XE [O, 11) 
4x9 0) = u&l (XE co, 11h 4.2 t)EqA) (t20). 
These problems are governed by contraction semigroups on 9(A), and in 
particular, sup, lu(x, t)l is a nonincreasing function of t > 0. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains 
background material. Section n contains the proof of Theorem n.1 for 
n = 3, 4, 5. 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
Let X be a real Banach space with norm II.11 and dual space X*. The 
value offs X* applied to u E X is denoted by (u,f ). The duality map J is 
defined by 
J(u)= wx*: c&f>= 11412= IlfllZ); 
J(U) # @ for each u E X. For the purposes of this paper we can restrict our- 
selves to the consideration of single-valued dissipative operators. 
An operator A: 9(A) c X+ X is dissipative if for all U, v E 9(A), there is 
an f~J(u-v) such that (Au--&f) GO; equivalently, Ilu-1111 <
IIu- v - ,I(Au--Av)(J for all 1> 0. A dissipative operator satisfying 
9(I- LA) = X for some Iz > 0 (hence all k > 0) is called m-dissipative; here 
9 denotes “range.” A subset /? c Rx R is called monotone if 
(u, - u*)(t’1- 02) 2 0 whenever v, E /?(u,), v2 E b(u,), i.e., (u19 VI), 
(u2, v2) E /?. A monotone set (or operator /?) not properly contained in any 
other monotone set is called maximal monotone. For more details on this 
material see [ 1, 2, and 51. 
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3. DIRICHLET AND ROBIN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (1) hold. Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
We shall break the proof of Theorem 3.1 up into several pieces. First, the 
dissipativity proof given in [3] shows that A is dissipative. See also the 
proof of Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (1) hold, and assume in addition that inf.,, 4(x, 0 2 
6 > 0. Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
Proof: We already know that A is dissipative. Let h E C[O, l] be given. 
We want to solve u - IAu = h for some A> 0 independent of h. Let g(x, y) 
be the Green’s function for the linear operator A4 defined by 
Mu= -UN for UE~(M)= (uEC*[O, 11: 
u(0) = au’(O), u(l)= -flu’(l)}. 
Define T: C’[O, l] + C’[O, l] by 
Then u - lZAu = h is equivalent to TM = U. We shall find a fixed point of T 
by means of the Schauder fixed point theorem. It suffices to show that T is 
continuous, T is compact, and T leaves some closed ball in C’[O, l] 
invariant. 
For u~g(A),j=O, 1, 
d:(Tu.-Tu)(x)=j; ~:g(x,y)~-24(y, ~,(Y))-“&Y, U’(Y))-’ 
x {[h(y) - u(Y)I KY, uXY)) 
- [h(y)- u,(y)1 KY, u(Y))I 4 -+O 
as n+co, uniformly in x E [0, 11, 
because u, + u uniformly, ML + u’ uniformly, u, and uk are uniformly 
bounded, and d is uniformly continuous on bounded sets. Thus T is 
continuous. 
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The fact that T maps C’[O, l] into C2[0, 11 follows from 
(T~)“(x)=l~‘qS(x, u’(x))~‘(~(x)-U(X)). 
That T is compact follows from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. 
Choose A> 0 so large that 
A-‘C’ max{ll~,gll,, Ilgllm) < 1. 
If llulj c1 Q N, then II Tull c1 6 N follows from 
IlT4,6~-‘~-’ IIgll,(ll~ll, +N), 
II(Tu) 6A-‘d-’ Il~,gll,(ll~ll, +Nh 
provided that N3(1-dP’6-‘)-’ llhllU-J~, where e=max{I)8.,gll,, 
[IgIl a, }. The lemma now follows. 1 
The above lemma improves Theorem 2.3 of [3]. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Given h E C[O, 11, we want 
to solve u - 1Au = h for some ,4 > 0 independent of h. 
For m = 1, 2, 3,... let 
(3.1) 
and define A,: C[O, 1) + C[O, l] by 
&P(x) = hn(x, u’(x)) u”(x) (O<x< 1) 
for 
uETqA,)= {UEC2[0, l].A,UEC[O, 11, 
u(0) = cd(O), u(l)= -mu’}. 
In the sequel we shall call A,,, the approximation of A from above. 
Lemma 3.2 implies that A, is m-dissipative. In particular, given any 
Iz>O and heC[O, 11, u-@,( x, u’) U” =h has a unique solution 
u,E~(A,), where for XE [O, 11, 
%l(x) = J-; dx, Y)CMn(.h 4n(y))l- ‘CKY) - %n(v)l 45 (3.2) 
and where the Green’s function g is as above. 
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Next let { 0,) be an increasing sequence of open intervals with union 
(0, 1) such that 
4(x,5) ’ d do(x) d k forallxEOk, PER. (3.3) 
Since A,0 =O, dissipativity of A, implies I/u,,I/, 6 jlhll,, and hence 
l4h)l G CwJb)l~‘(ll~ll,+ II%Alm)d2~.~‘~ llhll, 
for all x E 0,. Furthermore, for all x E [0, 11, 
~2 llhll axgIl, J-F’ !” MYI -’ dy<a. 
0 
These estimates together with the Arzela-Ascoli theorem applied suc- 
cessively to { 0,) imply that a subsequence of {urn} converges to a 
u E C’(0, 1) in the sense of C&(0, l), in particular, uniformly on each 6,. 
Using 4,’ E L’(0, 1) and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, a 
passage to the limit in (3.2) shows that 
MY) -U(Y) 
4~) = j’ g(x, y) nd( y, u,(y)) 4 
for all x E (0, 1): by continuity this holds for all x E [0, 11. This completes 
the proof that 9(1-M) = C[O, 11. 1 
4. NONLINEAR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (2) hold, Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
THEOREM 4.1’. Let (2’) hold. Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
As in the previous section we break the proofs into several pieces. 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf (2) or (2’) holds, then A is dissipative. 
Proof. Let u, u E d(A); to avoid trivialities assume u # v. Set w = u - v, 
and choose x,, E [0, 1 ] such that w(xo) = + 11 wIJ a.. We claim that 
w’( x0) = 0, w(xo) w”(x,) < 0. (4.1) 
If 0 <x0 < 1, this follows from the first and second derivative tests of the 
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calculus. If x0 = 0, then the monotonicity of /3 implies w(O) w’(0) > 0. If 
w’(0) # 0, then + w has a positive maximum and a positive derivative at 
the origin; this is a contradiction. The case of x,, = 1 is treated in a similar 
manner. 
If (2) holds, then necessarily x0 E (0, 1). If we assume x0 = 0, then since 
w(0) # 0, we necessarily have w’(0) # 0 by our assumption that /I,, is strictly 
increasing and a,(O) = 0. We then have a contradiction, as above. Similarly 
x0 cannot equal one. 
Now let f= + llwll o. 6,,, where 6,, denotes the Dirac measure at x0. 
Note that u and u are C2 functions at x,; this is trivial from the definition 
of 9(A) whenever 0 < x0 < 1, and the only case when x0 can be an 
endpoint is when (2’) holds, where it is assumed that 9(A) c C*[O, 11. It 
follows that f~ J(u - u) and by (4.1) 
(Au-&f) =+3, ~‘h))(~“(%) - ed)(4x,) - 4x0)) G 0, 
which establishes the dissipativity of A in both cases. j 
LEMMA 4.3. Let B be the operator A of condition (2) or (2’) with the 
function 4 replaced by &x, 5) z 1. Then B is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
Furthermore, (I- M-l: C[O, I] + C’[O, l] is compact and continuous for 
some A > 0. 
Proof: We use the technique of Serizawa [6]. We give the details to 
make the proof self-contained. By Lemma 4.2 it is enough to show 
S?(Z--nB)= C[O, l] for some A>O. To that end, let hE C[O, 11; we seek a 
u E 9(B) satisfying u - a2u” = h where 0 < a < (log 3)) ‘; here a is fixed and 
independent of h. If h 5 0, then u = 0; so suppose h & 0. Let 
g(x, Y I= 
a(y) ex” + b(y) eex’% if O<ydx<l 
c(y) e-‘Ia + d( y ) e -x’a if O<x<yGl, (4.2) 
and let 
u(x)= j; g(x, Y) h(y) dy. (4.3) 
We require that a, b, c, d, are continuous, 
lim g(x, Y) = lim g(x, y), 
x-y+ x-y- 
lim a,g(x,y)= lim a,g(x, y)-acc2, 
x-y+ x-y- 
u’(O) E Po(u(O)), -4l)EP,(41)). 
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Each of a, b, c, d, and g will depend on h; we now proceed with their con- 
struction. Define T: R + R by 
Tx=(Zol)-’ jde~-“‘“h(y)dl+e~““{ (1+ fi )-- 2eK”“(l +&)‘(2x) c( , ’ [ 
-x+(2u)~‘jo*c~~v~“h(y)dy]}-e~2f(l+o$,)~’(2x)-x 
+ (2~))’ I,’ e--“‘“h(y) dy]. 
A straightforward calculation gives 
ITx, - Tx21<9eC2’” Ix, -x2( 
for all x,, x2 E R, whence by the Picard-Banach contraction mapping prin- 
ciple (since 0 < CI < (log 3) ~ ’ ), there is a unique r] E lF! such that TV = q. 
Now we define 
a(y) = c(y) - (2~)~’ epy”, b(y)=d(y)+(2cr)p1e-yix. 
One readily checks then that u defined by (4.2) and (4.3) is in 9(B) and 
satisfies u - a’~” = h. Consequently B is m-dissipative. 
We may thus write 
((I- a*B)-’ h)(x) = j’ g,(x, h) h(y) dy. 
0 
Now suppose h,,E C[O, l] satisfies l/h, - hoI1 m -+ 0 as n + co, and let 
g,(x, y) denote g,,,(x, y) for n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... If we let q,,, a,, h,, etc. be various 
functions corresponding to h,, then it is straightforward to show that 
V” + ?o, a, -b a,,..., 8, gn -+ 8, go> etc. 
From the dissipativity of B and the definition u, = (I- u*/?-’ h,, we have 
the estimates 
lb, - ~011 cm G 4 - holl cm) Il~::--UOnll~~2~1~*11h,--olloo. 
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We can further deduce that Ilu;--ubl[, -+ 0 as n + co. It follows that 
(I-a2B)-’ is a continuous mapping from C[O, l] into C2[0, 1). 
It only remains to establish the compactness assertion. Let h E C[O, l] 
satisfy /J/z/) o. < MO. Let u = (I- a’@-’ h. Then )Iu’)j co GM, for some con- 




the definition (4.2), and the construction of a,... d. As before we have 
Ml, G JIM,, W’ll, G2c2 IWI,, and so the compactness of (I- a*B) ~ ’ 
as a mapping from C[O, 1] into C’[O, l] follows from the Arzel$-Ascoli 
theorem in the standard way. 1 
Remark. The proof of the continuity of (I- a*B)-’ above actually 
gives the estimate 
for u = (I- a2B)-‘f and sup l/f/l m < co. 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume (2) or (2’) and that 4(x, <) 2 6 >O for some 6 > 0 
and all (x, {) E [0, 11 x Iw. Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
ProoJ By Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show R(Z- a*A) = C[O, 11, where 
0 < a < (log 3) -‘. To that end fix an a and h E C[O, 11. Define B as in 
Lemma 4.3. Define S: 9(S) = C’[O, l] -+ C[O, 1) by 
+)-h(x) 
w)(x) = qqx, u’(x)) for XE [0, 11. 
We want to solve the equation 
-a2Bu+Su=0, (4.4) 
which is equivalent to (I-a*A) U= h. We solve (4.4) by truncating S-Z; 
specifically let 
if Ilull c~ d m, 
T,,,u= 
if jIujJc~ > m. 
Then for each m = 1,2,..., T,,, is continuous and uniformly bounded on 
C’[O, 1). Consequently W,,,=(Z-a2B)-‘(-T,): C’[O, l]-+C’[O, 1) is 
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uniformly bounded, continuous, and compact for each m (using 
Lemma 4.3). Thus some closed ball in C’[O, 1] is left invariant by W,, and 
so by the Schauder fixed point theorem we get a U, E C’ [0, 1 ] satisfying 
(I-c?B)-‘(-T,)u,=u, 
Necessarily we have U, E 9(A). We claim that (Iu,,J c~ 6 m, for some m,. 
From this it follows that u-rx2&x, u’) U” = h for U= urn0 and the proof is 
finished. 
To prove the claim, suppose that I)u,/ c‘~ >m for all m, and seek a 
contradiction. By the definition of T,,,, 
U, - a’& = 0, - (v, - h) $44 vi) - ‘3 (4.5) 
where v, = mu,/llu,(l (,I. By Lemma 4.2, A is dissipative; this implies using 
the definition of dissipativity with u = u, and v = 0, u,(xO) r&(x0) Q 0 for 
an -x+,E [0, l] satisfying _+u,(x,) = ]Iu,JJ r, uL(xO) =O, and #(x0, 0) > 
6 > 0. Plugging this into (4.5) gives 
(1 --m Ilu,llcl’) I,* - I, dh 0) ‘(m Ib,,Ilc~ 4.4 - Wd) f 0, 
and this in turn implies 
m l/4AI, ll~,lIc~’ d IIN,~ (4.6) 
since 1 - m jju,I) ;,’ > 0. Consequently, by (4.5) and (4.6), 
llT,~,nll,~(~ +26-‘) llhllm-Mo> 
where 6 is as in the assumption of the lemma. From U, - cl’uz = T,,,u,, and 
the above inequality, it follows that (/u,(/ m < M, and Iluk\l 3c < 2M,c( ’ for 
all m > 1. The remark following Lemma 4.3 now applies to show that 
sup,,, Ilu~ll oc < co. Alternatively, this follows from a result of Serizawa [6, 
Lemma 2, p. 1501. Consequently, 
~~~Il~,ll~~=~~p~~~{Il~,ll,~ Il&ll,) ~ 
m m 
which is the desired contradiction. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. I 
Theorem 4.1’ follows immediately from Lemma 4.4. 1 
Proof of‘ Theorem 4.1. Fix 0 < c( < (log 3) - ‘. By Lemma 4.2 it suffices. to 
show 9(1- ct2A) = C[O, 11. 
We use the “approximation from above” technique of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. Define r$, by (3.1) and let A,, be defined according to the 
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recipe for A but with 4 replaced by 4,. By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 and their 
proofs, we get a solution U, of u - N’A,u = h, for h E C[O, 11, given by the 
formula 
%(X) = j; &lb~ Y)fm(Y) 4, (4.7) 
where 
MY) = &n(Y) - (&n(Y) - 4Y)) 4,(YY &(Y))-‘T 
&A x9 Y) = 
i 
a,(y) e+ + b,(y) e-.“’ for O<y<xdl 
c,(y) eda + d,(y) e-.“’ for O<x<yS 1, 
C,(.lJ) = I?, (jd f,(z)’ dz) -‘f,(v), 
b,(y) = d,(y) + (2a)-’ e-“la, a,(y) = c,(y) - (2a)-’ eyia, 
and q, is the unique solution of 
~m=Ym+eP”a(l + aB1)-‘C2e-“‘(1 + 4X1(2vm) - yI, + ?,I 
- e-*‘“C(l + aB&V~,) - rim + YJ, 
where y, = (2x))’ jh e-“‘“f,(y) d’. 
Let Ok be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (cf. (3.3)). By the 
dissipativity of A,,, and the definition of 0, we deduce, for all m, k, 
ll%?lll m G VII co, 
luZ(x)l < 2aM2 llhll, k forallxEOk, 
Ifmb)l d (I+ 2k) Il~ll m forallxEOk, 
M,,(xN <K=K(Ilhll,, k a) forallxEOkr 
where the finite constant K depends only on the indicated arguments. 
The compactness arguments used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 allow us 
here to extract a subsequence of (urn} (which we continue to denote by 
{u,} ) which converges to u E C*(O, 1) in C:,,,(O, 1 ), in particular, uniformly 
on 0, for each k. This u satisfies u - a2q5(x, u’) U” = h for 0 <x < 1. 
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It is easy to see that as m --t 00, 
s I I I e”“f,(x) dx --+ e *“‘*f(x) dx, 0 0 
and ~l~-v; here f(x) = U(X) - (u(x) - h(x)) 4(x, u’(x)))‘, and q is the 
limit of the Cauchy sequence ill,,,}, Now define g, a, b, c, d by erasing the 
subscripts m in (4.7) and the following equations. A passage to the limit 
yields u(x) = ih g(x, y)f(y) dy, and then it follows that UE Q(A) and 
(I-c?A)u=h. 
In the above limiting argument whose details we partly omitted (and in 
the definitions of a, b,...), we needed the fact that f and f, are in L’(O, 1). 
The estimate 
If,(x)l GConst. (1 +$o(x)-‘) 
gives a uniform bound on \\f,J *, b ecause of our assumption (see (2)) that 
jh #o(x)-2 dx < co. This finally completes the proof. m 
The difference between Theorems 4.1 and 4.1’ is that an extra condition 
on the boundary operators PO, PI is assumed when the diffusion coefficient 
degenerates on the boundary. This can be done one point at a time rather 
than on the whole boundary. Thus the following result is a consequence of 
the proofs given above. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose 4: [O, 1 ] x R -+ [0, co) is continuous, 4(x, r) > 0 
for O<x< 1, and 4(x, t)>#o(x)aO where &,G C[O, 11, &,(x)>O for 
0 -c x d 1, and i; &,(x)-~ d x -c 00. Define A: 9(A) c C[O, l] + C[O, l] by, 
for XECO, 11, 
Au(x) = qqx, u’(x)) u”(x) 
f or uE9(A)= ( uEC’(O, l]nC’[O, I]:AuEC[O, 11, u’(O) = Bo(v(O)), 
- o’( 1) = PI (u( 1 )), where /IO, p, are continuous trictly increasing functions 
on R such that /Io(0)=fi,(O)=O). Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
5. PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (3) hold. Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, i]. 
Again we break the proof up into several pieces. 
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LEMMA 5.2. If (3) holds, A is dissipative on C[O, I]. 
Proof: As before let u, t, be distinct elements of 9(A), and choose 
x,, E [O, 1 ] such that, for w = u - v, w(xO) = + ljwjl co. Since we may think of 
u, u as periodic functions of period one, it follows that x0 can be treated as 
an interior point, and the calculus proof of dissipativity given earlier 
(which assumed 0 < x0 < 1) applies here. m 
LEMMA 5.3. Let B be the operator A of condition (3) with 4 replaced 
by 6(x, 0 5 1. Then B is m-dissipative on [0, 1 J. Furthermore, 
(I- 1B)-‘: C[O, l] -+ C’[O, 1) is compact and continuous for any 1> 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 it suffices to show that 9(Z- AB) = C[O, 11. To 
that end fix ;1> 0 and h E C[O, 11; we seek a solution u E 9(B) of 
u-W=h. 
Let g(x, y) be the Green’s function for 
Lu = u - k4”, 
9(L)= {uEC*[O, 11: u(O)=u(l), u’(O)=u’(l)}. 
A classical eigenfunction expansion gives 
m A- lein(.r-y) 
gkY)= c Ip,+n2 ; 
n= --oL: 
(5.1) 
F;;hefy; f”f_ ,‘;,‘“I,=,;“‘, (e, > T a f orms an orthonormal basis for 
2 3 ” n, 
u(x) = ((A - ‘I- B) -- ’ /2 - ‘h)(x) 
= 2 A-‘(h, e,,)(nU’ + n*) e,(x) 
n= --co 
= I ’ g(x, Y) h(y) 4). 0 
The rest of the proof is straightforward; we omit the details. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let (3) hold and assume in addition that 4(x, <) > 6 > 0 for 
some 6 and all x, 5. Then A is m-dissipative on C[O, 11. 
Proof: The proof technique of Lemma 3.2 applies in this case as 
well. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Because of Lemma 5.2, it suffices to fix ,I > 0 and 
he C[O, l] and solve (Z-AA) u = h. Using the “approximation from 
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above” technique of the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, define #,, A, in 
the obvious way. By Lemma 5.4 we get a solution u, E g(A,,,) of 
We may rewrite this as 
&i?(x) = jd dX> Y 
l-1 
(5.2) 
where g is as in (5.1) (and this formula defines f,). Using the notation of 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 we easily deduce (Iu,,,(I 7; d ((h(l r, and for all k and 
all XE 0,, 
(5.3) 
A by now familiar copactness argument enables us to extract a sub- 
sequence of (u,,} (which we still denote by {u,}) which converges in 
C&(0, 1) to u E C2(0, 1). This u satisfies 
u(x) - n&x, u’(x)) u”(X) = h(x) for O<x<l. 
Since ll~,,,ll c~ is bounded by (5.3), a passage to the limit in (5.2) yields 
4x,=/; g(x,Y)Cu(Y)-(u(Y)-h(Y)) d(Y? ewll dY, 
which gives u E 9(A) and u - AAu = h. The passage to the limit uses the 
dominated convergence theorem and the estimate 
This completes the proof. 1 
Remarks. The allowable linear boundary conditions used by Burch and 
Goldstein [3] were the Dirichlet and dissipative Robin conditions. The 
Neumann and periodic conditions were ignored because d2/dx2 with these 
conditions is not invertible. The work of Tiba [7] combined with [3] led 
to the idea of the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Moreover, Theorem 5.1 remains true when the periodic boundary 
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conditions are replaced by the Neumann conditions u’(0) = 0, u’( 1) = 0, if 
the problem is uniformly parabolic, i.e., if 4(x, 5) > 6 > 0. The crucial obser- 
vation to make here is that the dissipativity argument of the proof of 
Lemma 4.2 works in this case: w’(x,) = 0, w(xO) w”(x,,) ~0 even if 
x,, E (0, 1). For the “m” part of the proof, the Green’s function of (5.1) can 
be replaced by 
g(x,y)= : (A-‘+ n W) - ’ 22 ~ ’ cos(n7cx) cos(nny), 
n=--m 
where again il > 0 is fixed but otherwise arbitrary. 
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